18279-511 Trousers with thigh pockets
MASCOT® ACCELERATE

Standard
82C42 82C43 82C44 82C45 82C46 82C47 82C48 82C49 82C50
82C51 82C52 82C54 82C56 82C58 82C60 82C62
82C64 82C66 82C68
Short
76C46 76C48 76C50 76C52 76C54 76C56
Long
90C46 90C47 90C48 90C49 90C50 90C51 90C52 90C54 90C56
90C58 90C60 90C62

Product Information
92% polyester/8% elastolefin
260 g/m²

Four way stretch material provides unique freedom of movement and comfort. Industrial care category A1
The water-repellent multifunctional stretch material combines a low weight
with a very high durability.
The stretch material can be industrial laundered according to EN ISO 15797.
Low waist with form-cut waistband ensures comfort and freedom of movement.
Ergonomically shaped trouser legs are constructed to follow the body's natural
movements.
As standard in three different leg lengths, so you can choose the best fit and
optimal placement of details just for you.

Technical info
Has a water-repellent finish. Four-way stretch fabric that is lightweight and
highly durable. The fabric is hardly felt against the skin as the pockets are
integrated in the design. Double stitched seams on leg and crotch. Low waist.
Ergonomically formed trouser leg. Belt loops. Fly with zip. Front pockets. Back
pockets. Thigh pocket with phone pocket and flap with hidden press stud and
integrated ID card holder. Detachable ID card holder. Thigh pocket with ruler
pocket. With print and reflectors.

Logo
As the product is made of stretch material, a stretchable transfer must be used
when printing on the product. You should choose a transfer that can be heated at
a maximum of 145 degrees with consideration to print on the product.
Remember to check the washing instructions for the chosen transfer before
washing the product.
Logo placement:

Logo left back pocket 12x10 elastic
Logo right back pocket 12x10 elastic
Logo left thigh upwards 20x5 elastic

Certifications

Logo right thigh downwards 20x5 elastic
Logo right thigh horizontal 11x6 elastic
Logo left thigh horizontal 11x6 elastic
Logo left calf upwards 25x8 elastic
Logo right calf downwards 25x8 elastic
Logo special placement

